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INTRODUCTION
 PROOF working group twki page:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/AtlasProofWG
 A survey has been sent:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Atlas/AtlasProofWG/survey.txt
 More than 10 members in the working group.
 Many sites already had experience on PROOF but most of them are 

still at testing stage.
 We will need several solutions for building different PROOF farms.
 Need more experience on dataset management. 
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MAIN ISSUES

 Introduce different system structures for a PROOF farm. Let people 
understand the possibility and advantage/disadvantages of different 
types of PROOF farm.

 Analyze the I/O needs for both network and disk when running 
PROOF jobs. Help people avoid some bottlenecks.

 Prepare different install instructions for different type of PROOF 
farms.

 Look for an easy way for file registration and management on grid/non-
grid Tier 3 sites. 

 Understand how to deal with multiple users in different PROOF farm 
structures.

 Write a FAQ and troubleshooting for maintaining the PROOF farm. 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROOF FARMS

 PROOF farm with integrated Xrootd system.
 PROOF farm with separated storage system,  like Xrootd, Dcache, 

Lustre, NFS, GPFS.

 PROOF and other batch systems run parallel.
 PROOF dynamically running on other batch systems.

 How to configure the PROOF?
 How to configure the batch system?
 Can existing storage system handle the heavy I/O generated by 

PROOF jobs?  
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE CONSIDERED



NETWORK BANDWIDTH

 In a normal ATLAS analysis job, each CPU core(Intel 2.6GHz) runs at 
15MB/second reading speed. 

 For an 8 core machine, it needs 120MB/s bandwidth. If it reads 
everything from network, it will fully occupy a 1Gb network.

 If all PROOF worker nodes and storage nodes connect to same switch, 
network will not be the bottleneck.

 If all PROOF worker nodes and storage nodes connect to different 
switches, the connection between those switches may become a 
bottleneck.

 If using Bestman/Xrootd, the gridftp servers should connect to the 
same switch of the storage nodes.
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DISK BANDWIDTH

 In a normal ATLAS analysis job, each CPU core(Intel 2.6GHz) runs at 
15MB/second reading speed. 

 A normal SATA2 hard drive(7500RPMs) can provide 40MB/s reading 
bandwidth.

 A normal RAID 5 array with 8 disks can provide about 100MB/s.
 A SSD disk can provide 120MB/s.

 The number of PROOF workers should be decided based on network 
and disk situation of each site.

 Make sure there is still some free memory for PROOF..
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DATA MANAGEMENT ISSUES

 Register official data with PQ2. This needs to work with DDM team.
 Register local produced data by using pq2-copy.
 Remove datasets both in LFC and PQ2 databases.
 Recover the damaged data from backup storage or from other sites.
 Move the data between two or three storage systems by using pq2-

stagin.
 File redistribution with pq2-reditribute.
 For non-grid site, they can use pq2-get to get files from Grid.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR PROOF
 A twiki page for FAQ and trouble shooting for following 

problems:
 Installation problems.
 Performance problems.
 Data management problems.
 Known/unknown bugs in current release.
 Upgrade suggestions.

 PROOF forum also can be used for some discussions.
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CONCLUSION

 We would suggest everybody carefully consider your existing or future 
system structure first before you make your PROOF farm. 

 PROOF can speed up your analysis a lot but also can stop your work 
when there is some problems with one or two machines. A secondary 
solution for data analysis is always needed, for example, using Condor 
or run the job locally.

 We are trying to find and understand those potential problems.
 Hopefully we can provide a well functional solution soon. 
 We need more information from all the tier3s. Please let us know what 

you have and what you need. The mailing list and survey are the good 
ways.
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